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R.A.F. FIRE LIGHTING SERVICE ALWAYS ON ITS TOES

Little heard of, but playing a vital part in the 'war effort, are the fire

fighting brigades and fire patrols of the R.A.F. Every hour of every day millions

of pounds of Air Force property are inevitably subject to a. high degree of fire risk.

Petrol, incendiary bombs, explosives, aircraft and other highly inflammable stores,

though protected and dispersed to reduce the file- menace to a minimum, make the

R.A.F. the most ”combustible" of all the services.

It is a tribute to the excellent work done by these fire brigades and fire

patrols employed on every one of the hundreds of stations and depots, that in

four years of war, few fires have got the upper hand of the fire fighters.

To the fire personnel their job is mostly a routine one, manning the trailer-

pumps and the foam tanks.

Bat often they have risked their lives to drag air crews from wrecked, bomb-

filled machines, snatched trapped ground personnel from blazing infernos and fought

fires which threatened vital supplies under the guns and bombs of Hun raiders.

Typical of the work of the fire brigades on Coastal Command stations is that

of an airfield in Northern Ireland, Here are some of the incidents this brigade

has .had to deal with.

A Blenheim aircraft circling near the edge of the airfield hit a pylon, then

flew on to strip the roof from a large hut, and after glancing off an air raid

shelter, nose-dived through the roof of the N.A.A.F.I. Although it was impossible

to avoid loss of life in the disaster which followed, the firemen, by confining the

flames to the area in which they had started, prevented what might have been a still

more serious situation.

The most dramatic call came when a Hudson crashed and burst into flames. The

captain of the aircraft had unsuccessfully tried tc jettison his depth-charges, and

when the firemen were only 20 yards away from the blaze, they exploded.

Luckily the firemen suffered nothing worse than being blown from their trailer

although they were laid unconscious for a few seconds. But they recovered quickly

enough to deal with what was left of the burning wreckage.

Two of this station’s fire force have seen service in professional fire

brigades, being recruits to the A.F.S. (now the -N. F. S.),

These R.A.F. brigades maintain a standard of efficiency equal tc that cf

professional civilian brigades, each man having proved his ability on service

fire fighting courses.

To keep in practice, the brigade often turns out to local fires, fires on

railway embankments, in farm houses, hayricks, and out-buildings have been dealt

with in these extra calls.


